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Introduction
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Last September, MeriTalk authored the CDM 

Referendum study – exploring how the Continuous 

Diagnostics and Mitigation (CDM) program is improving 

Federal cybersecurity.  Now, just eight months later, the 

program must quickly evolve to protect vital cloud and 

mobile environments that underpin Federal telework at 

scale in the COVID-19 era.  

How are agencies preparing for this next chapter of 

CDM?  And how do automation, TIC 3.0, and zero trust 

help to advance the plot?

MeriTalk surveyed more than 100 Federal and industry 

CDM stakeholders to catalog progress from the 

frontlines and chart the path forward.  



Executive Summary
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▪ The story of CDM continues to evolve:

▪ The vast majority of CDM stakeholders give agencies passing grades for their adoption to date, and 

59% confirm agencies are integrating CDM as part of their overall cyber strategies instead of as stand-

alone functions

▪ Still, 90% believe cybersecurity adversaries are out-pacing agencies’ best efforts to keep up

▪ It’s time to turn the page:

▪ While 90% feel agency visibility for cloud and mobile devices must be as good as or better than 

visibility on-prem, just half are taking key steps to apply CDM principles to these areas

▪ Additionally, agencies estimate just 45% of their current CDM processes are automated

▪ Expanding CDM to new environments/technologies will drive success in this next chapter:

▪ Stakeholders say cloud computing, automation, and zero trust are critical to CDM’s long-term success

▪ Integration with other cybersecurity initiatives is also important – 82% believe TIC 3.0 will support CDM 

progress



Promising Plot Lines
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▪ The vast majority of CDM stakeholders give agencies passing grades for their adoption to 
date and confirm Feds are integrating the program as part of their overall cyber strategies

3%

16%

35%
41%

5%

FDCBA

How would you grade agencies’ 
CDM adoption so far?

33%

8%

59%

How do you see agencies 
implementing CDM tools?

Takeaway:  Progress Speaks Volumes 

As part of 
integrated 
cyber defense 
strategies

As stand-alone 
functions

Unsure



Rising Action
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Takeaway:  Agencies Making Headway on CDM Goals

▪ Close to half of Feds say their agencies can address each of CDM’s core capabilities

17%

25%

29%

17%

33%

27%

33%

29%

25%

33%

25%

33%Asset Management:
What is on the Network?

Identity Management: 
Who is on the Network?

Network Security Management: 
What is happening on the Network?

Data Protection Management: 
How is data protected?

Somewhat, but not completelyCompletely, but not in real time

To what degree can your agency answer CDM’s core questions?*

Completely, and in real time

*Asked only to Federal respondents; The remaining percentages represent those beginning to address, not yet addressing, or unsure



▪ While CDM stakeholders applaud agency progress, most feel the program isn’t adapting 
fast enough to protect the government’s growing cloud and mobile environments

The Central Story
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Takeaway:  Time to Turn the Page

90% believe 

adversaries are 
out-pacing agencies’ 
best efforts to keep 
up on cybersecurity 

68% say the CDM 

program is trying, but    
not adapting fast enough
to protect growing cloud 

and mobile environments



Ensuring a Best-Seller
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Takeaway:  Bring in Modern Tech and Models

▪ Stakeholders say cloud, automation, and zero trust are most important to the success of CDM

Cloud 
computing

Automation Zero trust
Managed 
security services

Mobile device 

management

Which of the following are very important to CDM’s long-term success?*

66% 60% 59% 57% 51%



Mobile environments?*

56%
Increasing visibility of mobile 
devices

40%
Integrating a mobile device 
management system 

33%
Completing an audit of their 
mobile device security posture 

27%
Utilizing DEFEND task orders 
for mobile security 

Setting the Scene in New Environments
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▪ While 90% believe agency visibility for cloud and mobile must be as good as or better than 
visibility on-prem, just half are taking steps to apply CDM principles to those environments 

How are agencies applying CDM principles to: 

Takeaway:  End-to-End Visibility is a Must

Cloud environments?*

42%
Evaluating cloud provider’s security 
controls 

38%
Implementing cloud-focused data 
loss prevention 

37% Improving visibility into cloud 

35%
Adopting a zero-trust approach 
to cloud security 

*Federal respondents asked to select all that apply



Cloud as a Main Character
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Takeaway:  Flexibility, Agility Key to CDM’s Future

▪ Stakeholders see cloud increasing CDM scalability, agility, and adaptability

Top benefits to leveraging cloud computing for CDM:*

*Respondents asked to select all that apply

#1 Increased scalability (68%)

#2 Improved agility (63%)

#3 Easier modernization over time (56%)

#4 Ability to use Cloud Service Provider’s security  

capabilities (51%)

#5 Reduced costs (44%)
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Takeaway:  Increase Automation to Improve Efficiency

▪ While agencies estimate just 45% of their CDM efforts are automated today, 97% see benefits 
to leveraging automation 

Top benefits to leveraging automation for CDM?*

*Respondents asked to select all that apply

Automation as a Main Character

#1 Improved response times (64%)

#2 Improved overall efficiency (58%)

#3 Reduced pressure on the workforce (56%)

#4 Improved real-time network monitoring (55%)



Bookmarking TIC 3.0
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Takeaway:  Make it Seamless

▪ 82% believe TIC 3.0 will support CDM progress in Federal agencies

Ensure TIC helps to collect the right data often enough to support CDM.  Agencies 

implementing CDM should not have to recreate TIC security services to get them 

to work with their CDM initiatives

Alignment of security requirements as it relates to cloud usage and cloud visibility 

requirements from CDM

Integrating TIC into CDM and getting automated feeds for government reporting 

is key to defending the Federal government

How would you like to see the TIC 3.0 and CDM programs work together?

“

“

“

”

”

”



The Journey Forward
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Takeaway:  Work with Other Stories in the Series

▪ Looking ahead – Feds ask for better integration/consolidation; Industry asks for more guidance

What changes should the CDM program make to help agencies better capitalize 

on available and emerging technologies?*

*Respondents asked to select all that apply

Feds Industry

Improve integration with other cyber initiatives 
(56%)

Encourage consolidation and use of shared 

services (48%) 

Help clarify division of security responsibilities 
between agencies and cloud providers (48%)

#1

#2

#2

Offer more guidance on expanding CDM to cloud 
environments (59%)

Offer more guidance on expanding CDM to mobile 
environments (59%)

Improve integration with other cyber initiatives (49%) 

Encourage consolidation and use of shared services 
(49%)

#1

#1

#3

#3



Success in the Next Chapter
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Takeaway:  Better Together

▪ Stakeholders say automation, adaptability, and shared services will help agencies succeed 
in the next chapter of CDM

How can agencies succeed?

[Leverage] shared services and 

converged infrastructures like EIS to 

simplify the path so agencies can 

focus on the data

Automate core capabilities, especially 

in the areas of identity, API security, 

and real-time security analysis as part 

of a push toward zero-trust interfaces

Commit, automate, and find ways 

to close the decision loop faster 

with AI and simplified reporting

Utilizing a shared cloud-based security 

stack where pooled resources provide 

better defense should be the way 

forward



Recommendations
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Expand to New Worlds:  CDM stakeholders agree visibility in cloud 

and mobile environments is critical to cybersecurity efforts, but few 

have taken steps to apply continuous diagnostics and mitigation 

to these areas.  DHS and agency leadership must work together 

to increase guidance and expand CDM principles to modern 

infrastructures and devices.  

Rely on Proven Characters:  Popular technologies like cloud 

computing and automation are among the most critical for 

CDM’s long-term success.  Collaborate with DHS, industry, and

other agencies to make these solutions part of CDM’s best              

practices – leveraging the agility of cloud, the efficiency of 

automation, and the effectiveness of zero trust.

Focus on the Themes of Collaboration and Integration:  Feds and 

industry agree CDM should be part of an integrated cyber defense 

strategy and see benefits in collaborating with other cyber programs 

like TIC 3.0.  DHS must work with other Federal agencies to streamline 

cyber requirements and promote shared services within the space.
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Methodology & Demographics

MeriTalk, on behalf of our underwriters, 

conducted an in-person and online 

survey of 101 Federal and industry 

CDM leaders in March and April 2020. 

The report has a margin of error of 

±9.73% at a 95% confidence level.

Respondent job titles*

Executive leadership role (Director+) 25%

Federal cybersecurity lead/manager 13%

Cybersecurity program manager or supervisor 40%

Cybersecurity engineer/specialist 3%

Software/applications development manager 6%

Other IT manager 13%

Organization type

Federal government:  Civilian agency 51%

Federal government vendor, contractor, or Systems Integrator (SI) 49%

Expertise

100% of qualifying Federal IT managers and vendors are familiar with CDM 

and have at least some level of involvement with the program

*Based on online respondents



Thank You
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703-883-9000 ext. 160

research@meritalk.com
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